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Подождите несколько секунд для вопросов, чтобы загрузить или свитер футболка куртка носки носки сапоги обувь брюки брюки брюки шарф обувь свитер пальто пальто футболка рубашка куртка платье футболка брюки юбка брюки юбка юбка крышка крышка крышка джинсы рубашка шарф футболка
футболка свитер свитер свитер пальто пальто брюки брюки юбка юбка брюки юбка брюки шорты юбка носки юбка носки носки юбка юбка юбка юбка юбка упражнения Наши A1 Одежда Vocabulary деятельности поможет вам использовать слова related to this topic. There are puzzles and quizzes to
reinforce your learning, so you feel confident to use text about clothes. Learn the vocabulary of clothing to be successful in the Cambridge Grade English A1 Movers Test. A1 Clothing Puzzles Select Letters in Search of Words once you have found a word. A1 Vocabulary clothing activities are socially useful exercises
that focus on a topic or topic because they provide the practice of word retention, so that you can be sure to read, write, talk and listen successfully. We add reading and writing exercises on a regular basis. Why not bookmark our site so you can go back to practice anywhere or at any time of the day? In addition, we add
listening and speech exercises to practice this part of the A1 Movers test. The more words you come across and understand, the wider your time in the day will be vocabulary. Our word games and puzzles are a great way to help strengthen spelling in your mind. Coat - dress - jacket - jeans - jumper - shirt - shoes - skirt
- socks - T-shirt - trainers - pants More exercise Clothes are very important, and the ESL clothing dictionary on this page will allow you to talk about them when you meet English. This page has a list of vocabulary clothes that has many words that are about clothing and their definitions. If you can learn all the words on
the list you will be able to talk about clothes very well. The vocabulary has been made into flash cards that you can download so you can learn your vocabulary at any time. There are many flash card images, so you can see an illustration of the word. The ESL Clothing Dictionary has also been included as a list entry to
speak. The native English has said all the words, so you can hear the correct pronunciation. Then finally, there are three exercises for you to do that will test your knowledge of ESL clothing vocabulary items. The three exercises are: Determine the correct definition of the word. Identify the right thing Definition. Identify
photos of vocabulary items. ESL Clothing Vocabulary List with Definitions Next List has a lot of ESL clothing vocabulary items for you to learn. After the list there are some flash cards for you to download with all the vocabulary items. Then there is the entry of the list, which speaks a native English speaker. Clothing: The
material that covers the body, also known as clothing. (noun) Baggy: Clothing that allows movement. Balaclava: A piece of material that covers the face with breathing holes. (Noun) Belt: The loop material, often leather, is used to keep the pants tight. Bikini: an item of clothing that is used for sunbathing and bathing.
blouse: A shirt worn by a woman is usually worn on special occasions. (noun) Foot boot: wide leg cut on trousers. (adjective) Boots: Long shoes that cover and support the ankle. (noun) Boxer shorts: Underwear for men that covers the thigh area. (noun) bra: A piece of underwear that covers a woman's breasts. (noun)
Brand: The name of the clothing manufacturer. (noun) Button: A round object attached to an item of clothing used for attachment. (noun) Cap: A round piece of material with a look worn on your head. (Noun) Cardigan: A knitted jumper that is particularly warm. (Noun) Casual: The type of clothing that is good to wear in
most everyday occasions. (adjective) Cheap: an item that is considered readily available. Collar: A sturdy piece of material on the shirt that goes around the neck. (noun) Costume: An outfit that is often used for celebration or for dancing. (noun) Cufflinks: Metal items used to secure a long-sleeved shirt around the wrist.
(noun) Delivery: Seller's act by selecting purchased goods to the buyer. (verb) Designer: A type of clothing that is usually expensive because of its quality. (adjective) Discount: Reducing the original price is usually displayed as a percentage. (noun) Ear clutch: Fluffy round pieces of material used to cover the ears in cold
weather. (noun) Expensive: Price of a product or service that is considered high cost. Fashion: the type of clothing that is popular nowadays. (noun) Fit: an item of clothing that evenly covers the body. (noun) Fitting room: A small enclosed space used to dress up clothes. (Noun) Formal: an outfit that is smart and usually
worn for important occasions. (adjective) Gloves: A piece of material made to fit over your hands for warmth. (noun) hanger: A piece of material used to sing clothes. (noun) Hat: A piece of material that covers the head. (noun) Hoodie: A hooded jumper that often has a zipper front. (noun) Jeans: A type of trouser that is
made of solid-wearing material. (noun) Kit: Clothing used while playing sports. (Noun) Large: Largest size for item item Tightly fitted trousers are usually worn by women. (noun) Loose: Used to describe something that isn't tightly adapted. The average size available for a garment. (adjective) Order: The Act of informing
the store that you want to reserve an item for purchase. (verb) Equipment: All items of clothing are worn at a given time. (noun) Pants: A long piece of clothing worn on your feet, often with pockets. (American English) (noun) Sale: The time when items in the store are lowered for promotion. (noun) Scarf: A long thick piece
of material wrapped around the neck for heat. (noun) Security Tag: A device covered in plastic and attached to clothing to prevent theft. (noun) Shirt: a formal piece of clothing that can be long or short sleeve. (noun) Shoes: A piece of material that surrounds the foot. (Noun) Shorts: Clothes to go to your feet, which are
often used when the weather is warm. (noun) Small: The lowest size possible for an item of clothing. (adjective) Socks: Thin material is open at one end, which is worn on the foot for comfort. (noun) Stock: The amount of product that is in the store. (noun) Straight leg: a straight cut on the material used to make pants.
(adjective) Swimsuits: Clothes worn on the body while swimming or bathing. (noun) Tailored: an item of clothing that is made according to the shape of the human body. (adjective) Terms: Thin warm clothes worn under smart or casual outfits for extra warmth. (Noun) Tie: A long piece of material that is attached to the
collar for a smart appearance. (noun) Tight: a piece of clothing that is close to the skin of the person who wears it. (adjective) Tights: Elastic material used by females and put on feet for fashion or comfort. (noun) Pants: A long piece of clothing worn on the feet, often with pockets. (British English) (noun) T-shirt: Informal
clothing with short sleeves, no collar and often brightly colored. (noun) Underwear: thin clothing worn under everyday clothes for comfort and warmth. (Noun) West: A light T-shirt is usually worn under everyday clothes. (noun) Waist: The middle of a man's body. (noun) Waistcoat: A small lightweight smart piece of
material attached around the waist. (noun) Wardrobe: A large structure is often made of wood to store clothes inches (noun) zip: a metal or plastic device that allows clothes to be opened and closed. (noun) Vocabulary Flashcards for clothes You can download the following flash cards and print them out so you can take
them in place with you. Just click on the download link or flash card image to download them as a PDF file. Clothing Dictionary Stock Flash Card Conversational Clothing Vocabulary Next entry has elements from the above ESL clothing vocabulary list of spoken native speakers. Listen as often as you need until you can
remember to remember Pronunciation. Alternatively, you can watch the following video with the vocabulary spoken with a flash card. In this first ESL clothing vocabulary exercise, you need to decide which definition (A-D) corresponds to the word given in each of the five questions. Once you've finished click get a score
to see how you did. Choose the right definition for vocabulary clothing in this quiz. In this exercise, you need to decide which of the words of the vocabulary of clothing (A-D) in each question corresponds to this definition. Click get a score to show the answers and see your score. ESL Clothing Vocabulary Identification
Value Choose a word that fits the definition given in each of the five questions in this quiz. In this ESL clothing vocabulary exercise you need to look at the photos of the dictionary elements below and identify the correct name (A-D) for each item in five questions. Again, when you've answered all the questions, you can
click to get a score to see how you're done. ESL Clothing Vocabulary Picture Descriptions Identify the best description for each of the images (A-E) above that fit the five questions in this quiz. Quiz. the alchemist graphic novel free download
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